True recovery will take time, but several programs are in place that will continue to affect the stability and continued growth of a wide variety of industries in Tennessee.
illem Lust from NOVA, a TV station in the Netherlands, asked "What can you say about those who are trying to survive on $275 a week of unemployment benefits? What about when they run out … what then?" It was an unusual visit from Dutch reporters, but common questions our department's Employment Security Administrator Don Ingram has faced for the past year and a half. He thought for a minute and answered positively, "Tennesseans will do what they have to do. Whether it's dipping into savings, taking any work that is available, or even seeking training credentials while there isn't much work available. It's just a matter of time before things get better."
In my past 35 years in state government, I've never seen anything like the current economic downturn we are experiencing. And yet in these difficult times, like Don Ingram, I can still find reasons to stay positive and hopeful that there is relief on the horizon. I'm optimistic about the resourcefulness of our workers, the resilience of Tennessee's economy, and what our department can do to assist recovery from this recession.
It's clear Governor Bredesen has shown commitment to managing state government so that it operates within its means. The state is reducing spending by a billion dollars during next fiscal year -and that's on top of a half-billion dollars in reductions that were made in this year's budget. Despite the recession and declining revenues, our state's financial position is strong, thanks to the governor's stewardship, and he continues to look for ways to move Tennessee forward in priority areas like education and job creation.
Our department has had to make our share of cuts as well, but there is more reason than ever to work with our existing resources to carry on with important initiatives. With fewer people and funding, now is a difficult time to take action, but it's more important than ever to be successful in job creation and retention.
n One of the most recent grants we've received may generate one of the most valuable marketing information tools of 2011 … the Tennessee Recovery Act LMI Improvement Grant. This $765,000 grant will create labor market data to assess economic activity in 10 green sectors including the energy efficiency and renewable energy industries and identify occupations and skill requirements within those industries. The focus of the research is to assist workers affected by significant automotive-related restructuring to connect to career pathways in green industries. This groundbreaking research will enhance the department's ability to bring job seekers and training providers up-to-date on the required job skills and growing needs of the energy efficiency and renewable energy industries. We use a formula to look at the number of projected hires in two years, and we pay 50% of wages for 25% of new hires during the training period. Since implementation of the governor's FastTrack program in 2004, the department has issued 624 project proposals, processed 118 contracts with new or expanding companies, and created 11,000 new jobs at companies such as Nissan North America, Volkswagen, and Hemlock Semiconductor. n The recession has created a great demand for the few jobs that are available, and youth unemployment rates in the summer months are more than double the rates for older individuals. Last year we accomplished a tremendous feat by expanding our Summer Youth Program. The program used $25 million in funding from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act and provided wages for nearly 12,000 disadvantaged youth between the ages of 14 and 24. Our program paid 100% of the wages for youth to be placed in public, nonprofit, or private work sites. All of those youth must meet eligibility criteria that define them as at-risk and economically disadvantaged. The program will continue this year, and we are anticipating additional federal funds to put as many kids to work as possible.
These are some of the programs that will continue to affect the stability and continued growth of a wide variety of industries in Tennessee, but true recovery will take time. Here at the Department of Labor, we are not economists. We operate more as a triage unit to a bloodied economy. We've got our Tennessee Career Centers on the front lines and support everywhere in the state. I'm proud of our employees who go the extra mile and do the right thing every day in the face of great difficulties. Other states are fighting their own battles, but many haven't managed their resources as well as Tennessee. While our government and business community are struggling during this down period in the economy, I believe we'll be stronger and in a better position for the next recession. Yes, it will take time, and there is a great deal of work to be done. We have to reorganize and streamline for a much leaner future -to practice good stewardship for Tennessee's business community until we return to better days.
